A DIVISION OF COASTAL QATAR

Architectural Division
The company represents the world’s leading manufacturers of architectural
building products like carpets, expansion joints, demountable office partitions,
toilet cubicles, lockers, raised floor, sports flooring, wooden flooring, roller
shutters, dock levelers, auditorium/theater seating etc. ATS also has a portfolio
of Green products that meet the LEED criteria for sustainable buildings. ATS
workers and supervisors are trained by the manufacturers at their facilities
and are certified installers for majority of products we represent. Products are
incorporated in most of the landmark Projects.
The mission of Architectural Trade and Services is to promote the usage and
understanding of architectural finishing material used in interior and exterior
application and thus ATS proves its identity as one of the top notch architectural
solution providers in Qatar construction sector.
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Product

Adhesive Free

Stain Free

Red List Free

www.themohawkgroup.com
Mohawk Group is a company of three commercial carpet brands (Karastan, Mohawk and Durkan) working together to
offer an unmatched spectrum of products, services and solutions. No matter the size of your floor covering challenge, we
can be your first choice. Being the world’s largest carpet manufacturer, Mohawk has installed literally hundreds of millions
of yards of commercial flooring in Europe, Asia, the Middle East and South America. Ranked in the top 500 GREEN
companies, Mohawk showrooms are achieving LEED Gold Certifications and Mohawk is recognized for exceptional
environmental standards.

• George Town University, Qatar

• Trafﬁc & Patrol Head Quarters Building, Qatar

• Qatar Foundation CMU, Qatar

• Ministry Of Interior Head Quarters, Qatar

• American School, Qatar

• Qatar Foundation Weill Cornell Medical College, Qatar

• Rasgas Admin Bldg, Ras Laffan, Qatar

• Sidra Hospital, Qatar

• U.S Embassy, Qatar

• Kahramaa Central Workshop Building, Qatar

• Internal Security Force (ISF), Qatar

• Salwa Beach Resort, Qatar

• Qatar National Library, Qatar

• Khalifa International Stadium, Qatar

• Ministry Of Education Head Quarters Building, Qatar
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Product

Royal Thai
www.royalthai.com
For the past 50 years, Royal Thai has been manufacturing carpets that you can find in high-end hotels and gathering
spaces across the globe. Today, Royal Thai is the world’s largest supplier of Axminster carpets and have a deep history of
using this singular weaving process to create the most durable floor coverings with the most variety in color and pattern.
As carpet designers and collaborators, inspiration comes from many places—from fine art, fashion and architecture to
our process, machinery and materials. Partnering with a wide variety of artists from around the world, Royal Thai offers a
multi-cultural perspective and have half a decade of design archives to choose from, or you can customize your own piece
to enhance your brand and overall vision.
With a focus on the hospitality industry, Royal Thai can help you create a feeling that welcomes guests in and enhances
their stay. No matter where in the world Royal Thai carpets roll out, they capture attention and allow you to add the finishing
touch to spaces and stories.

Project Reference
• Airport Hotel, Hamad International Airport, Qatar

• QP Mosque building, Qatar

• Oryx Rotana Hotel, Qatar

• JW Marriot Marquis Hotel, Qatar

• Intercontinental Hotel, Qatar

• Internal Security Force (ISF), Qatar

• Ministry of Interior Head Quarters building, Qatar

• Salwa Beach Resort, Qatar

• Millennium Hotel, Qatar

• National Museum of Qatar

• Kahrama Central Workshop, Qatar
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Product

Par-ky
www.par-ky.com
Par-ky, located in Belgium, produces multi-layer parquet which combines the warmth and unique design of real wood
with advantages of laminate flooring.
The top layer of Par-ky which you see and feel is real wood. Being a precious natural resource, Par-ky optimises the use
of wood by slicing it into very thin flitches. There are no two identical trees and therefore each board is unique. A Par-ky
floor shows off the most beautiful wood, nature has created to a very high level of quality.
Par-ky floors are easy to install and maintain as laminate flooring and are protected from bacteria using an “Ultra fresh”
antibacterial protective coating that ensures your floor remains not only clean but also hygienic. An advanced system
of Aqua Sealing completely protects the bevels from humidity. Par-ky floor is not only strong but also extremely impact
resistant, thanks to its Ultra Strong High Density Fibreboard (HDF) Core. The HDF is combined with a wood top layer and
8 durable layers of Ultraviolet cured lacquer. The ingenious composition ensures that Par-ky floors are more resistant to
impacts than solid parquet.
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• Sky Park, Slovakia

• Levi’s, Colombo, Sri Lanka

• Vadistanbul, Turkey

• Car Show Nissan Booth, Moscow, Russia

• Taj Mahal Hotel, Mumbai, India

• Taj Exotica, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

• Le Méridien, New Delhi, India

• Hotel Oceana, Mövenpick, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

• Hotel Snowopolis, Finland

• District One, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Product

Eterno
www.mineralsoftheworld.nl
Eterno Minerals of the world is a Dutch premier terrazzo company that was officially formed in 2006 by a consortium
of companies involved in the development of the revolution in cement bonded terrazzo. Eterno developed with its
stakeholders a new system for producing and applying terrazzo floors. The company’s strength lies in its experienced
specialist and the breadth of its product range and many years of experience on a high level of professionalism.
Eterno Terazzo can be custom made with desired colors and patterns in the world. The developed technology makes
craftsman less important because technology is in the material. Eterno terazzo provides a wide range of durable and
sustainable terrazzo floors, where each gives you a unique character. Eterno has a number of performance characteristics
that can improve the sustainability of a building, including interior and exterior applications.
Eterno Terazzo cement base has proven durability for many centuries that it’s completely recyclable, using natural
materials, cradle-to-cradle that design value through its purity.

• Ministry of Security and Justice & the Interior and Kingdom Relations,The Hague, Netherlands
• Ministry of Defence,The Hague, Netherlands
• Public Transport, Netherlands
• Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands
• Head office Rabobank, Utrecht, Netherlands
• Rabobank office, Amsterdam, Netherlands
• Tauw Head office, Deventer, Netherlands
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Product

Weiss
www.weiss-dbs.de
Weiss Doppelbodensysteme has been producing raised floor systems with German precision and dedication for several
decades. The Weiss company knew how to position itself in standardized system floors segment from the very beginning
and was able to serve the growing technical market and the demand for flexible interior fittings for other office buildings.
Weiss supplies their products to customers in Middle East, Asia, Europe and Far East.
Weiss has taken on a commitment to offer its customers everything associated with raised floors from a single source.
State of the art production technologies and ingenious logistics ensure that the increasingly complex needs of our
customers are always satisfied.

• Hamad Port, Qatar

• Al Jazeera Media Network, Qatar

• Gulf Times Office Building, Qatar

• People Mover System, Qatar Foundation City, Qatar

• Traffic Patrol Headquarters Building, Qatar

• Technical University of Denmark, Denmark

• Manateq Warehousing parks, Qatar
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Product

Accordial
www.accordial.co.uk
Accordial products are installed in many of the world’s most prestigious buildings, from top sporting stadiums, institutions
to high street stores and leading hotel chains. Accordial has been manufacturing movable walls and sliding folding
partitions for over 25 years. Based in Loughborough, United Kingdom, Accordial has excellent reputation for innovative
design and manufactures very highly acoustic rated movable walls. Upon completion of works, Accordial partner provides
a service and maintenance package to ensure the systems are kept to their highest quality and performance. Proactive
approach to product design and manufacturing ensures the company continuously evolves.

• Al Wakrah Stadium, Qatar

• Capitol Hotel, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

• Qatar University, Qatar

• Exhibition Centre, Liverpool, United Kingdom

• Visitor Centre, Stonehenge English Heritage Site, United Kingdom

• Belfast Waterfront, Ireland

• Old Street Hotel, London, United Kingdom

• Bristol University, United Kingdom

• Hilton London Metropole, United Kingdom

• Nayyara Conference Centre, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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Product

www.designpanel.de
Designpanel is the synonym for various design solutions in the fields of architecture, interior design and exhibition
stand construction. Designpanel see themselves as partners for architects, development engineers and designers. The
ideas often are an inspiration for the development of new products, innovative surface materials and sophisticated light
applications where many of architects have received design awards.
Designpanel custom made PET panels with organic or synthetic inlays have created quite a stir and combined with the
lightpanel range it achieves the right ambience for many demanding interior decorators and clients. Designpanel is able
to realize emotionally appealing and attractive design solutions. The combination between plastics and LED technology
allows numerous variations of creative lighting design.
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• Qatar National Library, Qatar

• Wellness area at the hotel Engel, Austria

• New Doha Port VIP Lounge, Qatar

• GAP store, Avenue des Champs-Elyseees, Paris

• Hamad Medical Corporation, Qatar

• Lifestyle & Accessories Shop at “BMW World”, Munich

• Heart Hospital, Qatar

• Musical Chairs, Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich

• Health & Wellness Centers, Qatar

• Town Savings Bank, Emden, Germany

Product

COMPOSITE PANELS FOR ARCHITECTURE

Bencore
www.bencore.co.uk/en
Bencore stands for composite translucent panels and transparent panels for architecture and interior design. In a
few years Bencore products have become ‘cult’ materials among the lovers of design and innovative architecture.
Translucency, color, stiffness, beauty and innovative technology are the main features of Bencore products line.
Bencore offers to architects and designers a wide collection of products to play with when working on partition walls,
doors, tables, back-ceiling, raised floor and anything that can be made with a composite panel. In Bencore the innovation
process is constant and each product is a starting point for new developments: Ecoben Wave and Lightben Acoustic
are the latest answers to market’s requests.
Today Bencore is a brand with a strong presence in the market of innovative materials and architectural solutions.
Being the reference point for architects and designers looking for innovative materials for interior applications is our
mission. Bencore work starts from the patented composite, translucent panel, characterized by lightweight, stiffness,
translucency and design. We offer solutions, advice and support to our very demanding and challenging clients. All this
requires a constant investment in R&D, product development, innovative solutions, human resources, marketing and
sales network, above all care for our clients.
Uniqueness, Quality, Flexibility, Solutions: the 4 key-words of Bencore philosophy.

Project Reference
• Health and Wellness Centres, Qatar

• Fiera di Milano Congress, Milan, Italy

• Deutsche Bank, Frankfurt,Germany

• Alias Spa, Milan,Italy

• ENEL, Firenze, Italy

• Geox Spa, Milan, Italy

• Compagnia San Paolo,Torino, Italy

• La Sterpaia, Pisa,Italy
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Product

Tonality
www.tonality-facades.de
Tonality, a Deutsch company, specialises in innovative ceramic facades that enable people to create buildings which
make strong impressions of being in harmony with their surroundings and in turn helps protect the environment. The
launch of Tonality introduces a new age of ceramic facade designs. This revolutionary facade system is a testament to
diversity, creativity and efficiency.
Tonality takes inspiration from nature for designing and creating their products using the highest grade of clay in particulate
purity quarried in Westerwald area of Germany. With flexibility of shape, size, colour, design and surface, Tonality takes
pride and strength in diversity. With the introduction of new colours and surfaces to brighten up the world of facades,
Tonality is revamping the industry.

• The Wave Residential Complex, Vejle, Denmark

• Boulevard Club Multi-Sport Facility, Toronto, Canada

• Federal Employment Agency, Cologne, Germany

• St. George’s Island Residential Complex,
Manchester, United Kingdom

• Data Centre Office, Toronto, Canada
• Düsseldorf University, Germany
• DAHL Law Firm, Denmark
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• Maggie’s Centre Hospital and Therapy Centre,
Nottingham, United Kingdom

Product

The Italian Lab
www. theitalianlab.it
The Italian Lab is a company based in Pordenone, a city nestled between rivers and mountains in Italy. Offering exquisite
designs on a range of street furniture and recycling containers, The Italian Lab transforms public spaces into pleasant
lounges. With the company tagline as “Arredo Urbano” which means urban furniture, The Italian Lab offers quality
products with modern and unique designs, made in Italy. As part of the green initiative, the production cycle is powered
by solar panels focusing on sustainable production. The Italian Lab is able to satisfy all customer needs by offering tailor
made products. The Italian lab offers its customers captivating designs for public spaces, streets, squares and parks.

Project Reference
• Khalifa Stadium, Doha, Qatar

• Anfa Park, Casablanca, Morocco

• Perth University, Australia

• Marina Development, Dubai, UAE

• Fisherman’s Bend, Melbourne, Australia

• Green Hills, Dubai, UAE

• Sussex Inlet Streetscape, Australia

• Axiom Headquarter, Dubai, UAE

• Urban Shelter Installation, Sole Mia Project, Miami, USA

• Heritage Village, Dubai, UAE

• IBM Learning Centre, New York, USA

• PAAET Project, Kuwait

• Marco Polo Venice Airport, Italy

• Corniche Nord, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
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Product

Forum Seating
www.forumseating.com
Forum Seating is a brand owned by the Nowy Styl Group, one of the biggest furniture groups in Europe. Product range
of the brand includes stadium and auditorium seats, cinema and theatre armchairs and telescopic tribunes. The brand
products are characterized by their unique design as well as their high quality which is supported by numerous approvals
and certifications.
Forum Sports seating manufactured by Coastal as a “Made in Qatar” product serves the FIFA 2022 World Cup Stadium
as a kick off project. The world class facility with the most modern technology supported by Forum Poland, distinguishes
the “Made in Qatar” seating’s from its competitors’ products and benefits the customer with value for money.
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• Lusail Iconic Stadium, Qatar

• Music School, Rybnik, Poland

• Qatar Foundation Stadium, Qatar

• Nowy Theatre, Zabrze, Poland Podkarpacie

• Ras Abu Aboud Stadium, Qatar

• Philharmonic, Rzeszow, Poland

• Al-Wakrah Stadium, Qatar

• University of life Sciences, Poznan, Poland

• Al-Bayt Stadium, Qatar

• Oxford Aviation Academy, Great Britain

• Al-Rayyan Stadium, Qatar

• Apollo Service Kino, Altena, Germany

• Multiplex, Offenburg, Germany

• CINE 17, Genf, Switzerland

• Star - Movie, Dietach, Germany

• Leicester Square theatre, London, UK

• Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

• Imperial Academy Of Arts, Russia

Product

Al Bayt Stadium

Al Wakrah Stadium

Al Rayyan Stadium

Qatar Foundation Stadium

Ras Abu Aboud Stadium

The “Made in Qatar” initiative by Coastal Qatar as part of
the Qatar Vision 2030 has proved to be a great success
by manufacturing the stadium seating via a technological
partnership with one of the world leaders in the seating industry,
Forum Poland. The vertically integrated infrastructure of Coastal
Qatar uses the most advanced technology in modern injection
moulding to give a technologically superior seating product.
The market penetration of the venture started by winning six
FIFA world cup stadiums in Qatar through Supreme Committee
of Legacy FIFA 2022.
Supporting the nation with a “Made in Qatar” venture, Coastal
Qatar supports all the six FIFA world cup stadiums with technical
and design solutions to achieve optimum results.
The alliance of Coastal Qatar, Supreme Committee of
Legacy, world renowned architects and highly ranked project
management team results in an unparalleled project success.
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Product

STYLIS
www.stylishotelsolutions.com
STYLIS Hotel Solutions, with its headquarter at Jaslo, Poland has over 20 years of experience in the market and over
5500 completed hotel rooms, with the most elegant designs combined with excellent quality and aesthetic functionality.
The company thrives on the satisfaction of customers and inspires STYLIS to keep developing and producing even more
perfect products.
STYLIS boasts of over 7000 employees and 17 factories in operation. Being the third largest manufacturer of furniture
in Europe, with their products delivered to over 100 countries, STYLIS skilfully combines a craftsman’s precision with
the requirement of large scale production. With products for everything from rooms to lounges to cafes and restaurants,
STYLIS is a one stop destination for hotel solutions.
All products are made in accordance with the European EN standards, American ANSI BIFMA standards and the
ISO 9001:2000 Quality Assurance System. The STYLIS team of experts solve even the most unique challenges and
requirements. An experienced in-house design department highly qualified to collaborate with architects and designers
is a key benefit to working with STYLIS Hotel Solutions.
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• Two Seasons Hotel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

• Radisson Blu Hotel, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

• Barracuda Beach Resort and Hotel, United Arab Emirates

• Ramada Corniche Hotel, Saudi Arabia

• Occidental Hotel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

• Al Bilad Hotel, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

• Barcelo Hotel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

• Bay La Sun Hotel, Rabigh, Saudi Arabia

• Casablanca Grand Hotel, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

• Ramada Hotel, Kerala, India

Product

The Furniture division is supported by brands from top quality American, European, Turkish and Korean manufacturers
which can meet the aesthetic requirements and budget. Office Furniture division offers most modern, ergonomic products that can meet the office requirement for • Executive offices
• Open offices/ workstation
• Meeting rooms
• Chairs
• Storage
• Reception/ lobby areas etc.
The manufacturers have long experience in the industry and can
provide comprehensive portfolio of solutions that are designed and
engineered to meet the changing needs of the Workplace, Education
and Healthcare markets. They have always consistently satisfied the
clients’ growing and ever-changing needs with great deal of experience
and professionalism. These leading premier furniture manufacturers
also take great responsibility in high quality construction and post-sale
warranties.

Project Reference
• Qatar Airways – Qatar
• Ooredoo Headquarter – Qatar
• Mobil Oil – Qatar
• Sharia Court - Qatar
• Qatar Petroleum Various projects - Qatar
• Armed Forces Headquarter - Qatar
• Qatar Foundation Education city - Qatar
• Qatar Chemicals - Qatar
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Product

www.kupan.nl
Kupan, a company based in Netherlands is one of the most modern manufacturers worldwide for all your needs in terms
of washroom equipment. The product range includes toilet cubicles, lockers, benches, IPS systems, vanities & cloak
room systems all made out of waterproof materials such as HPL (High Pressure Laminate)
Kupan is Made in Qatar with the technological support of Kupan Holland, to cater the local demands of educational
establishment, swimming pool, recreational center, sports facilities utility projects. The local skills blended with the
European technology makes “Made in Qatar” Kupan products excellent and different from the competitors in the
region.
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• Wakrah Stadium, Qatar

• American School, Doha - Qatar

• Qatar Handball Association Complex, Duhail - Qatar

• Logistics village, Industrial Area - Qatar

• Milaha office building, Qatar

• PQP-Imco-HV Substation (Scada System Upgrade) QATAR

• Somerset Hotel, Qatar

• Multipurpose Hall, Duhail - Qatar

• Qatar Petroleum MPAC Phase-1, Ras Laffan - Qatar

• Lekhwiya Sports Club - Fitness Center,Qatar

• Ras Gas Offshore Living Quarters, Qatar

• Souq Waqif Car Park - Doha Qatar

• Al Banush Club For QAFCO - Mesaieed Qatar

• Anti-doping laboratory, Qatar

• KPMG Office Building, Qatar

• Woqod petrol station at Muaither & Lekhdaira, Qatar

• AL Bidda Switchgear Factory, Qatar

• Shafallah Centre, Qatar

• Qatar Distribution Company, Qatar

• Al Sulaiti tower, Qatar

• New IT Building for Qatar Petroleum in Dukhan, Qatar

• Health Centre, Qatar

• DPS School, Al Wakrah – Qatar

• New Central & Maintenance Store-Qatar University ,Qatar

Product

Helmsman
www.helmsman.co.uk
Helmsman, a UK based manufacturer, have manufactured lockers, cubicles and benching for over 40 years. Leading
the way in changing room design, Helmsman brings your plans and ideas to life. What sets Helmsman apart is the level
of knowledge and experience applied and the will to go that extra mile while delivering to customers the products they
want. Helmsman products can be made bespoke to fit your needs. The products cover various sectors like Leisure,
Educational, Retail, Industrial and Medical.
Being a very experienced manufacturer Helmsman provides Laptop Lockers, Mini Minder Lockers, Personal Lockers,
Modular Cube Lockers, Dispense Lockers, Postal Lockers and many more. All products are manufactured using a
process established with more than 40 years of experience which makes the product second to none.

Project Reference
• Dusit Hotel, Westbay, Qatar
• Double Tree by Hilton, Qatar
• Kahramaa Central Workshop, Qatar
• Gulf Warehousing Stores, Qatar
• University of Essex, United Kingdom
• University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom
• Glasgow NISA & Velodrome, United Kingdom
• Kendal Leisure Center, United Kingdom
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Product

Carvart
www.carvart.com
CARVART has emerged from a family enterprise in Brooklyn to become a trend setting, thriving architectural glass
business. More than just a glass manufacturer, CARVART is a creative solutions company, providing interior glass
solutions and full glass systems for your commercial space.
CARVART believes in the value of materiality. By engaging artisans around the world, CARVART is able to transfer wood
veneers, quality textiles and handcrafted products into distinctively laminated glass products. With 10 distinct type of
glass and their combinations, glass panels integrate seamlessly with wall systems, office fronts, doors, railings and more.
CARVART operations merge an acute awareness of trends with expertise in technology, engineering, execution and
design.
CARVART’s commitment of excellence and fulfilling complex concepts is rooted in turnkey project management and is
focused on consistency and communication.

Project Reference
• Ashurst, Times Square Tower, New York, USA
• Baccarat Hotel and Residences, New York, USA
• Brooklyn Museum, New York, USA
• Christian Dior Homme, New York, USA
• Oculus, World Trade Centre, New York, USA
• Philadelphia International Airport, Pennsylvania, USA
• Zenergy, Idaho, USA
• Splunk, Mclean, Virginia, USA
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Product

Robbins
www.robbinsfloor.com
Robbins Sports Surfaces, based in Cincinnati, USA, is the premier manufacturer and supplier of high performance maple
and synthetic sports flooring. Flooring systems from Robbins have been supplied to the NBA, WNBA, NCAA arenas,
education, religious and fitness market.
In more than 65 nations on six continents, athletes compete and practice on millions of square meters of Robbins sports
surfaces. Professional and amateur alike know that when they play on a high performance Robbins system they will be
able to play at peak levels, safely and comfortably.
Robbins strongly upholds their corporate values which are; Integrity, Courtesy, Responsive, Professional and Progressive.
Robbins lives these values every day.
Robbins passion and purpose is to design and deliver sports flooring systems to the benefit of the user and owner at
every level of play through: Enhanced Safety, Increased Comfort, Reduced Fatigue, Fantastic Game Play Response and
Low Total Cost of Ownership.
Robbins track and field floors include system options specifically designed to enhance the performance and safety of
the athletes. These custom built systems are spike proof and extremely durable to withstand heavy athletic use and
equipment. Robbins running track products are perfect for indoor competition field houses, arenas and multi-purpose
facilities.
Robbins multi-purpose synthetic gym floors include the “traditional” systems that provide excellent comfort and safety in
a high performance floor. These floor systems are perfect for a variety of indoor applications including; basketball courts,
volleyball, gymnasiums, aerobics, gymnastics, school cafeterias and other multi-purpose areas.

Project Reference
• Asian Games 2006, Squash court halls, Basketball, Handball, Qatar
• Aspire Zone, Qatar
• Al Gharafa Sports Multipurpose Hall 2010, Qatar
• Richmond Olympic Oval Richmond, British Columbia
• SMU Moody Coliseum Dallas, USA

• Calvary Christian Academy Fort Lauderdale, USA
• Charlotte Hornets Charlotte, USA
• Cincinnati Friar’s Club Cincinnati, USA
• Macalester College St. Paul, USA
• The Advocate Center, Chicago, USA
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Product

JF International
www.jf-international.nl
JF International, manufacturer of the most renowned brands for gymnastics, PE equipment and ball sports. Janssen
Fritsen is preferred by gymnast all over the world. From international competitions, over state of the art national training
centres to local clubs and schools, our gym equipment will enable to bring the exercise of each gymnast to perfection.
Just for Kids sets the standard for a modern approach towards Physical Education. Keeping our children fit and healthy
can start at an early age thanks to the versatile “active playing” options on our Just for Kids set-ups. Schelde Sports
puts the full focus on top quality equipment for competition ball sports. Equipping your sports hall or school with Schelde
Sports equipments guarantees innovative design, safety for the user, simplicity of use and a care-free solution for many
years to come.

Project Reference
Janssen Fritsen
o FIG ART Gymnastics World Challenger Cup, Doha, Qatar, 2014, 2015
o Arab Games, Doha, Qatar, 2011
o Asian Championships ART, Doha, Qatar, 2006
o World Championships ART, Antwerp, Belgium, 2013
o Olympic Games, Beijing, China, 2008
o Olympic Games, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2016)
Just for Kids
o Qatar Gymnastics Federation, Doha, Qatar, 2013
o International School Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2014
o The International School of Azerbaijan, Baku, Azerbaijan, 2014
o Dwight School, Seoul, South Korea, 2014
Schelde Sports
o FIBA 3x3 All Stars, Doha, Qatar, 2013, 2014
o FIBA World Cup Basketball, Spain, 2014
o FIBA 3x3 World Tour, 2013, 2014
o European Games, Baku, Azerbaijan, 2015
o FIBA U18 World Championships, Dubai, UAE, 2014
o Olympic Games, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2016)
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Product

www.balcousa.com
Balco Architectural Products (Expansion Joint Covers, Stair Nosings & Entrance Matting System)
Balco is a leading manufacturer of pre-engineered and custom architectural building components offering worldwide
service and distribution for the commercial construction. Balco is now a portfolio company of Capital Southwest, with
total assets exceeding $600 million. Balco introduced the MetaFlex® 5000 Fire Barriers - MetaMat™ and MetaBlock™,
revolutionary new intumescent fire barrier designs. These 2-hours, 3-hours and 4-hours rated fire barriers have been
engineering to be used in expansion joint cover systems for both floors and walls. The unique and proprietary thin
intumescent materials allows for easy installation into small joint as well as large joints. Balco products quality for LEED
points. We have a three-fold pledge to environment commitment which includes energy conservation, recycling and
performance.

• Hamad Medical City Oval Parking, Qatar

• Amwal Tower, Qatar

• Hamad Medical City, Qatar

• Souq Al Najada, Qatar

• QP Management Building in Ras Laffan, Qatar

• The Gate Development, Qatar

• Exxon mobil Al Wosail Tower, Qatar

• Hotel Complex Najada Souq

• Qatar Education City Convention Center, Qatar

• Msheireb Downtow Doha Project Bp-1B-04: Sub &
Suoerstructure Works (Phase 1B)
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Product

BCL
www.bcltimberprojects.co.uk
BCL Timber Projects has over 30 years experience in the design, manufacture and installation of secret fixing panel
systems for large commercial projects and have been the heart of some of the most forward thinking and technically
demanding modern commercial projects in timber. BCL’s professional in-house design team provide the depth required
for the bespoke panel.
BCL Experts provide detail design support for architects and supply full panel layout and detailed manufacturing drawings
with every BCL system. BCL’s manufacturing is carried out in a modern factory environment under a comprehensive
framework and has the capacity to take on very large systems production.
As an ISO 9001 approved company, every area of the construction process is monitored and consistently reviewed with
an average recycled content of 15% and another 65% made up of solid timber from certified FSC / PEFC sources. BCL
panels have significantly lower embedded carbon than other MDF, composite or veneered panels - not only helping to
lower the carbon footprint of your building but also score higher in BREEAM or LEED assessment.
BCL’s construction experience, design knowledge and flexible approach allows to help architects realize even their most
challenging designs, practically and efficiently.
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• The New Life Sciences Building, University of Southampton, UK

• Haberdashers Aske’s School for Girls,Hertfordshire

• Boldrewood Campus,University of Southampton, UK

• V & A Museum, The Sackler Centre

• Walsall college of Arts & technology, UK

• The Senedd National Assembly for Wales. UK

• St,Michaels’s Hospice, UK

• London Bridge Station, Phase-1. UK

• Highgross Mall,Leiceste, UK

• The National Memorial Arboretum,Alrews,Staffordshire

Project

Qatar National Museum
National Museum of Qatar features an innovative design by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Jean Nouvel that is inspired
by the desert rose and grows around the original twentieth century palace of Sheikh Abdullah bin Jassim Al Thani.
The historic palace was restored by Berlin-based architecture and engineering firm ZRS Architekten Ingenieure. This
important monument to Qatar’s past is now preserved as the heart of the new National Museum of Qatar. The relation
between the new building and the old building is part of creating the bridge between the past and the present advocated
by Sheikha Al Mayassa as a way to “define ourselves instead of forever being defined by others” and of “celebrating our
identity”.
The 430,000 square foot museum is made up of interlocking discs that create cavities to protect visitors from the desert
heat. Located on a 1.5 million square foot site at the south end of Doha’s Corniche, the National Museum of Qatar
building rises from the sea and is connected to the shore by two pedestrian bridges and a road bridge.

Client
Consultant
Contractor
Scope of work

: Qatar Museums Authority
: The Ateliers Jean Nouvel
: Hyunday Engineering & Construction
: Supply and Installation of axminster carpets
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Project

Soaring over the West Bay district, The Tornado Tower, aptly named for its ‘spiral’ design, offers stunning 360 degree
panoramic views of the city and the Corniche. With its simple form and gentle curves, the tower offers a memorable,
elegant silhouette that is recognizable from all vanishing points. Sitting strongly on a pristine plaza, Tornado Tower tapers
gently inwards towards its slender mid-height point, then outwards again towards its summit. The iconic building stands
at a height of 640 feet (195 m) tall with 52 floors. Tornado Tower by night puts on a spectacular light show, designed by
Thomas Emde, making it a highlight of the Doha skyline with up to 35,000 different light combinations.
This premium tower is equipped with the latest security systems, 16 high speed elevators, a gym on the 27th floor and
a café and fine dining restaurant on the 28th floor.

Client

: Qatar Foundation

Consultant

: Dar Al Handasah

Contractor

: International Trading & Contracting Company

Scope of work : Supply & Installation of carpet Broadloom, style: Striations, Karastan from Mohawk Industries, USA.
		 The work was completed on schedule without any lose time incidents.
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Project

Hamad General Hospital Outpatient Department – Renovation
The Outpatient Department operates eight hours a day, five days per week. The department also operates an evening
clinic for three and a half hours a day for four days a week, which caters to all types of male and female patients in Qatar,
of all age groups. The services provided by the Outpatient Department are based on a fixed time appointment booking
system. The patients are categorized as newly referred cases or follow up cases and a multi-disciplinary health team
directly addresses their needs. Diagnostic testing and support services are also available. The department specializes in
transplant clinics, uro-oncology, fine needle aspiration, uro-dynamics and pediatric and adult non-invasive cardiology.
The department is subdivided into the following sections:
Pediatric unit and sub specialties
Medical unit and sub specialties
Surgical unit and sub specialties
Ophthalmology/urology unit
Vascular clinics
Client
Consultant
Contractor
Scope of work

: Hamad Medical Corporation
: MZ &Partners
: NCTES
: Supply and Installation of different waiting room screens, custom colored and patterned, including the
custom made steel supports.
Supply and Installation of specially designed ceiling lamp in Pediatric Waiting Area, Reception light
boxes and Screens for pharmacy.
Materials in the Invision range (PETG) and Aquaplex (PMMA) were used from Designpanel, Germany.
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Hamad International Airport
In 2004, architects, engineers, planners, landscape architects and interior designers at global design studio HOK were
brought into devise a 600,000 sqm transport hub to replace the old Doha International Airport which was struggling to
meet the demands of increased passenger numbers.
The new facility is capable of handling 28 million passengers annually. The hub includes two of the longest runways in the
world, a 2,100 sqm public mosque, 28,000 sqm retail gallery, two 100-key hotels, health spa, 3,431-car parking garage
and numerous support and administration facilities.
Situated near the waterfront of the Arabian Gulf, Hamad International Airport with its sleek Passenger Terminal Complex
will be the first impression many new visitors will get on their entry to Qatar. The terminal gives visitors a spectacular and
lasting impression of the country while providing them with a five-star travel experience.
Hamad International Airport (HIA) is a uniquely designed airport set against a beautiful man made lagoon and landscaping,
creating a lush green environment to compliment the airport’s natural bay and coastal setting. The roof of the passenger
terminal complex creates an architectural feature, the design of which is influenced by the waves of the Arabian Gulf. HIA
is located 4 kilometers east of the existing Doha International Airport (DIA) and has been primarily built on reclaimed land.

Client

: NDIA Steering Committee

Consultant

: HOK

Contractor

: Sky Oryx JV

Scope of work : Supply & installation of 2 Squash courts from ASB, Germany in level 4 of the Main terminal building.
		 Model – System 100 (2 nos.)
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Qatar National Library
Qatar National Library (QNL) is a non-profit organization under the umbrella of the Qatar Foundation for Education,
Science and Community Development.
QNL serve a three-fold function as a national library, a research level university library and a central metropolitan public
library equipped for the digital age. In its capacity as a national library it collects and provides access to global knowledge,
including heritage content and materials relevant to Qatar and the region; as a university and research library it supports
education and research at all levels and as a modern central public library it provides library services and resources to
meet the reading interests and foster the information literacy of the general public.
Spread over 45,000 square-meters, the building, has the capacity of displaying more than one million books and has
currently a little more than 800,000 volumes.

Client

: Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development

Contractor

: Multiplex-Medgulf W.L.L.

Consultant

: Astad Project Management

Scope of work : Supply and installation of Various products
			 Wooden Flooring
			 Acrylic Panel
			 Dock Leveler
			 Carpet flooring
			 Sesame lift
			 Roller Shutter
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Airport Hotel
Accessible and convenient, Oryx Airport Hotel at Hamad International Airport (HIA) offers five-star amenities to help
passengers relax and recharge between flights. Whether travelling for business or leisure, with family or solo, Oryx Airport
Hotel has everything one needs with stays as short as five hours.
With a planned capacity of 50 million customers per year and a network of 160 destinations, Hamad International Airport
is truly international hub that connects hundreds of flights every day. It sits directly between east and west making it the
ideal location to pause during long haul journeys. Amenities include an indoor pool, a gym, squash courts and a spa
offering hydrotherapy tubs and beauty treatments.

Client

: Qatar Airways

Scope of work : Removal of existing carpet, supply and installation of custom made axminster broadloom carpet,
Proposed brand: 1956 by CarpetsInter, Made in Thailand. All the existing corridor carpet has been
changed to new carpet. Without any delay and effecting the operation of hotel’s daily business,
Coastal has completed the production, delivery and installation within 3 months.
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Fitness Center – Phase 3 at Duhail for ISF
Fitness Centre is a part of Phase 3 of ISF Sports facilities in Duhail. It is the official gym and recreation centre of Lekhwiya
Sports club. The Centre covers a total area of around 2,400 sqm and is located next to the Lekhwiya stadium in Duhail.
The Internal Security Force of Qatar (ISF) is building a camp at the outskirts of Doha. This camp, located in Duhail area,
will cover an impressive four million square meters in total. Peikko delivered PVL®loops on the site.
The ISF project features more than 330 individual building units made up of several different types of purpose-built
facilities. Besides residential buildings, the area will include post office, unit force offices, unit guardhouses, check points,
a five-star hotel and a 10,000 spectator stadium.
The ISF camp development is the first project in Qatar which has been targeted to achieve the QSAS Neighborhood
Certification. QSAS is the ‘Qatar Sustainability Assessment System’, a new classification which aims to promote
sustainability in construction and encourage sympathy between new developments and their surrounding areas

Client

: Private Engineering Office

Contractor

: Khayyat Contracting and Development

Consultant

: ECG Engineering Consultants Group

Scope of work : Supply and installation of Resilient and Wood Gym Flooring from Robbins USA
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Salwa Beach Resort which will be managed by Hilton Hotels & Resorts is set to become the Middle East’s premier
destination beach resort. Located on three million square meters of prime coastline in the southwest corner of Qatar less
than 100 kilometres from Doha, with sweeping views of the Arabian Gulf, this ambitious 362-key property will feature a
wide range of remarkable facilities, including three kilometres of private beach, a luxury marina and yacht club, a themed
water park, a dive centre, cinemas, a shopping mall, a 2,800 square meter spa and health club, several outdoor pools,
meeting rooms for events spread over 3,500 square meters and 13 fine dining restaurants. The main hotel building will
have 35 suites and two out of these will be presidential suits with an area of more than 1,000 square meters. In addition
to the rooms and suites in the main hotel building, the resort will also include two small village of family villas, which are
specially designed with a wide view of the Arabian Gulf.

Client

: Private Engineering Office

Consultant

: Dar Alhandasah Consultants

Contractor

: Contraco W.L.L.

Scope of work : Supply and installation of Hand tufted carpets and axminster Carpet
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Project

Qatar Handball Association Complex
Qatar Handball Association Complex was designed by IGH (Architectural and Interior), WSP Middle East (Structural,
MEP and Geotechnical Engineering)

ection-Pop Icon, Off The Wall

Main Hall Capacity: 5,500 spectators including presidential & exclusive seats adequately cooled & ventilated through
displacement system.
Mohawk Group | 21

A sustainable “Green” building with a total built up area of approx. 40,000 sqm, including main arena, designed in
compliance with IHF requirements, 2 training halls, 60-bedroom players accommodation, restaurant and lounges, QHA
administration and media offices, presidential & exclusive lounges, Medical center, Gymnasium, Swimming pool and
Grandstands.
The Handball court was mainly indended for the 2015 World Cup Hand ball tournament.
Post event, It accommodates the Qatar Handball Association headquarters and serve as the home ground and the main
training base for all Qatar’s National Handball Teams

Client

: Private Engineering Office

Contractor

: Redco Construction - Almana

Consultant

: WSP and Hill International

Scope of work : Supply and installation of Excellent Toilet Cubicles from Kupan Netherlands.
		 Supply and installation of Calcium Sulphate Raised Access Flooring from Weiss, Germany.
		 Supply and installation of Carpet Flooring and Acoustic ceiling
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Shangri La Hotel
Shangri-La Hotel Doha, owned by Al Rayan Tourism Investment Company (ARTIC) – the international hospitality subsidiary
of Al Faisal Holding Company headed by Sheikh Faisal bin Qassim Al Thani.
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts is the first hotel in Qatar for the leading luxury hotel group from the Asia-Pacific region.
The five-star Shangri-La Hotel, Doha is centrally located in the commercial heart of the city, offering direct access to one
of the largest shopping malls in Doha, City Center. Shangri-La Hotel, Doha has 272 luxurious guest rooms including 46
suites, in addition to 42 serviced apartments and the largest executive lounge in the city, called Horizon Club. A variety of
restaurants include a lobby lounge, the Den piano bar, Sridan Middle Eastern food souk, Fuego Argentinian restaurant,
Yabby seafood restaurant and Shanghai Club Chinese restaurant and lounge. Recreation facilities include Shangri-La’s
signature CHI The Spa. Meeting facilities feature a grand Shangri-La ballroom and eight complementary function rooms.
Shangri-La Hotel Doha is one of the few luxury hotels in the heart of the city which boasts a fullsize helipad, Shangri-La
Hotel Doha first took advantage of its prime open-air location

Client

: Shangri-La Hotel – Doha

Scope of work : Supply and installation of various products
		
 Broadloom Carpet for Guest room & Corridors
		
 Wall Cladding
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Georgetown University
Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service in Qatar (SFS-Q) is dedicated to fulfilling Georgetown University’s
mission of promoting intellectual, ethical and spiritual understanding through serious and sustained discourse among
people of different faiths, cultures and beliefs. Embodying this spirit of the University, Georgetown’s Qatar campus
undertakes education, research and service in order to advance knowledge and provide students and the community
with a holistic educational experience that produces global citizens committed to the service of humankind.
Georgetown University in Qatar (GU-Q) is an additional location of Georgetown University, based in Education City in
Doha. The University offers a four year undergraduate program in international affairs leading to the Bachelor of Science
in Foreign Service (BSFS) degree.
GU-Q also provides a variety of executive and professional education opportunities and serves as a residency location
for the Georgetown University School of Continuing Studies’ Emergency and Disaster Management program.

Client

: Qatar Foundation

Consultant

: ASTAD

Contractor

: Midmac Contracting

Scope of work : Supply and installation of Carpet Broadloom, Style: Sisaltec II from Mohawk Industries, U.S.A.
		 The work was completed on scheduled witout any lost time incidents. Quantity: 13,500 Sq.m.
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Sheraton Hotel - Renovation
Sheraton Doha Resort & Convention Hotel is an iconic luxury hotel and a pyramidal landmark on the shores of the
crescent-shaped Doha Bay. It is a luxury 5 star business hotel in Doha, ideal for both business and leisure travelers. A
15-minute drive from Doha International Airport and 3 minutes away from Qatar Exhibition Center, Sheraton Doha is the
ideal business hotel in Doha. The hotel features 371 of the best hotel rooms in Doha including a select collection of 64
luxurious suites.
Sheraton Doha is the preferred venue for prestigious international conferences, conventions and meetings in Doha
boasting of up to 26 conference and meeting facilities which can accommodate up to 5000 guests.

Client

: Katara Hospitality

Consultant

: KEO Consultants

Scope of work : Supply and Installation of Axminster carpet which is 80% Wool & 20% Nylon. More than 10
designs and different colors, all the patterns are custom design. It was delivered and installed on
schedule without any lost time. Total quantity: 5,500 Sqm.
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University College London at Qatar Foundation
University College London (UCL) is one of the world’s leading multi-disciplinary universities, currently ranked fourth in the
world (QS World University Rankings 2012). UCL was established in 1826 in order to open up education in England for
the first time to students of any race, class or religion. Its founding principles of academic excellence and research aimed
at addressing real-world problems still form the university’s ethos to this day.
UCL, in partnership with Qatar Foundation and Qatar Museums Authority, has created UCL Qatar, a leading centre of
excellence for the study of cultural heritage. In doing so, it became the first British university to open a campus in Qatar.
The first intake of 32 students from 13 countries was in August 2012. Drawing upon the renowned expertise of UCL
Institute of Archaeology, London, leading academic scholars, teachers and scientists implement our unique curriculum
and research.

Client

: Qatar Foundation

Consultant

: KEO Consultants

Contractor

: MIDMAC Contracting Co. W.L.L.

Scope of work : Supply and Installation of carpet broadloom, Style: Sisaltec ll from Mohawk Industries, USA. The work
was completed on schedule without any lost time incidents.
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Al Janoub Stadium

Al Janoub Stadium, formerly known as Al Wakrah Stadium is a football stadium in Al-Wakrah, Qatar and is the first
among the eight stadiums for the 2022 FIFA World Cup. The stadium was designed by Zaha Hadid and according to the
designers, it was inspired by the sails of traditional Dhow boats, used by pearl divers from the region, weaving through
currents of the Persian Gulf.
The sports complex includes a multipurpose room, with swimming pools and spas and a shopping center with green
roofs. After the 2022 FIFA World Cup, Al Janoub Stadium will become the Al-Wakrah Sports Club’s home after reducing
the seating capacity to half and will be used for Qatar Stars League matches. Qatar Supreme Committee for Delivery
& Legacy has claimed that the remaining half of the stadium’s seats will be donated to developing countries in need of
sporting infrastructure.

Client

: Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

Consultant

: Zaha Hadid Architects

Contractor

: Midmac - Six Construct Joint Venture

Scope of work : Manufacturing, Supply and Installation of Stadium seating,
Supply and Installation of movable walls, Supply and installation of toilet Cublicles & Lockers
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Ministry of Interior’s Headquarters

The new premises of Interior Ministry which is located at Wadi Al Sail area is one of the latest security buildings whereas
the public identity of the premises of the Ministry of Interior has been taken into account in its design in addition to its
pertinence to the nature of the work of the ministry associated with the various sectors. The design is as well compatible
with the architectural vision that combines Islamic architecture with modern and classic architecture thus adding to the
aesthetics of the city of Doha.
The total area of the premises reaches 100,000 square meter that consists three main buildings with a total floor area
245,000 square meters whereas the built up area occupy 32.8% of the premises while the rest is green surfaces, roads
and other facilities.
Client

: Ministry of Interior (Government)

Consultant

: CEG/ Arab Engineering Bereau

Contractor

: WCT Berhad

Scope of work : Supply and Installation of carpet tiles, Design & Pattern: Lees Carpet from Mohawk International,
USA. Delivered entire quantity on schedule without any lost time, now we are waiting for installation.
Total quantity: 45,000 Sqm.
Supply and installation of demountable partions system from Triplan Denmark.
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Aspetar- East expansion
Aspetar is the first specialized Orthopedic and Sports Medicine Hospital in the Gulf region. It provides the highest possible medical treatment for sports-related injuries in a state of the art facility, staffed by some of the world’s leading sports
medicine practitioners and researchers.
Through the delivery of excellence in sports medicine, physiotherapy, sports science, orthopedic surgery and rehabilitation, Aspetar services the needs of Sports Clubs and Federations throughout the state of Qatar, and regularly services
international athletes and professional sports people.
In 2009, Aspetar was accredited as a “FIFA Medical Centre of Excellence” by F-MARC and “IOC Research Centre for
Prevention of Injury and Protection of Athlete Health” in 2014.
In 2015, Aspetar has been recognized as the “IHF Reference Centre for Athlete and Referee Health”.
Aspetar provides a full service offering from injury prevention to injury management and performance improvement. The
philosophy of Aspetar is to provide sports people with the clinical support, knowledge and facilities to maximize their
training and competitive potential. This is achieved through tailored education programs and support in areas of health
including fitness assessment, nutrition, psychology, physiology and physical training.
Client

: Aspire Logistics

Contractor

: SEG

Consultant

: Projacs

Scope of work : Supply and Installation of TP Lite, Single glazed Demountable partition system from Triplan, Denmark.
Supply and Installation of Door handles from PBA, Italy. :Supply and installation of carpet flooring and
wood ceiling.
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Golden Tulip Doha Hotel
Golden Tulip Doha Hotel is part of Louvre Hotels Group together with Al Namaa Real Estate Development Co located in
the Old Salata area, two minute drive to the Museum of Islamic Art and the lively Souq Waqif.
Louvre Hotels Group is a major player in the global hotel industry which operates a complete portfolio of six brands ranging from 1 to 5 stars hotels: Première Class, Campanile, Kyriad, Tulip Inn, Golden Tulip and Royal Tulip. Louvre Hotels
Group is owned by Jin Jiang International Co Ltd, one of China’s leading travel and tourism conglomerates.
Golden Tulip Doha Hotel, has 193 spacious rooms, suites and apartments, two restaurants, lobby café, juice bar at the
swimming pool area, executive lounge, three meeting rooms, business centre, state of the art health club including spa,
steam, sauna, jacuzzi and gym, an outdoor pool located on the rooftop offering a panoramic view of Doha Corniche.

Client

: Al Namaa Real Estate Development Co

Contractor

: Al Namaa Real Estate Development Co

Consultant

: James Cubitt & Partners

Scope of work : Supply and Installation of Broadloom Carpet.
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Health Center-Al Ghuwairyia & Al Karaana
Health centers across Qatar is an initiative from Primary Care Corporation which aims in advance health and well-being
through primary health care services which are comprehensive, integrated, person-centered and affordable.
The two centers are the first advanced health centers to open in Qatar as part of a plan to build new and improved health
centers aiming to provide advanced primary healthcare services in the State of Qatar. This plan is being implemented by
Ashghal in cooperation with the Supreme Council of Health and the Primary Healthcare Corporation.
Both Al Ghuwairiya and Al Karaana Health Centers are larger in size when compared to older healthcare centers. This will
increase the centers capacity in terms of building more multispecialty internal clinics, hence receiving a larger number of
patients and providing a greater number of parking spaces.
Al Ghuwairiya Health Centre spreads over 20,000 sqm, with a built-up area of 2,404 sqm while Al Karaana Health Centre
spreads over 24,000 sqm with a built-up area of 2,329 sqm. Both centers are similar in that they include clinics for men
and women, as well as dental clinics, outpatient clinics, radiology centers, a pharmacy, a laboratory, and other specialized clinics.
The centers are also characterized by the advanced medical services, clinics, and the many other sections that provide
the visitors and staff with a healthy and comfortable environment.
Health is one of the key aspects of human development, and progress in health care is an integral part of Qatar National
Vision 2030.
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Client

: Ashghal - PWA

Contractor

: Al Syaiya Trading & Contracting Co.

Consultant

: Dar Al - Handasah

Scope of work

: Supply and Installation of Resin Panels

Project

Wellness Center
Health and Wellness Center - Umm Salal is a Health center which offers integrated services for the primary health care
of citizens and residents to adopt healthy lifestyles and avoid possible preventable diseases. The center caters to a
population of about 50,000 people. The center has facilities which include a gym, multi depth swimming pool, massage
and sauna and also highly advanced equipments for sports to enhance a healthy lifestyle.
Health and Wellness Center - Umm Salal classified as Type A, provides a number of preventive and curative services such
as vaccination, mental health services, cancer screening, physiotherapy, dermatology, ENT, family medicine clinics, clinic
of non-communicable diseases, baby clinic, dental and opthalmology clinic. The health center also provides laboratory
services, pharmacy, radiology, premarital services, home care services along with various others.

Client

: Ashghal

Contractor

: ETA Star- Domopan JV

Consultant

: Gulf Engineering & Industrial Consultancy

Scope of work : Supply and Installation of Resin Panels.
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Lusail Multipurpose Hall
The Lusail Sports arena is a multi-purpose sports facility located in Lusail City and was inaugurated with the men’s World
Cup Handball tournament in 2015. Designed by Dar Al Handasah Consultants, the conch shell design is inspired by
the rich heritage of local Qatari culture with the external structure covered in colored glass that reflects the sea, pearls
and desert sands. The arena is the largest in the Middle East with a built-up area of 130,000 square metres. It has an
extensive landscaping which includes a running track, cycle route and outdoor covered gym in addition to multiple
children’s play areas. The hall has a seating capacity of 16,000.
The Lusail Multipurpose Hall has been awarded the prestigious 4 GSAS stars for employing eco-friendly construction
and sustainability techniques.
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Client

: Qatar Olympic Committee

Contractor

: Redco Al Mana Construction

Consultant

: Hill International

Scope of work

: Installation of wooden flooring

CLIENTS
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